[Upgrade to Version]
QE for Display[RX,RA]V3.0.0:
Development Assistance Tool for Display Applications

Outline
QE for Display[RX] V2.1.0 has been updated to QE for Display[RX,RA]V3.0.0.

1. Product to Be Updated
QE for Display[RX] V2.1.0

2. Description
QE for Display[RX,RA] V3.0.0 supports both RX and RA family devices.
Addition of supported devices: RA6M3 group
Refer to the Release Note in the link below for the details of the update and how to install the product.

2.1 Features
The following features are available for RA6M3 group.
(1) LCD panel adjustment
(2) GUI development support with emWin

2.1.1 LCD Panel Adjustment
- The timing and image quality of LCD panels can be adjusted with the tool.
- The FSP Visualization shows the results of adjustments on the FSP.
2.1.2 GUI Development Support with emWin

- The tool is linked to the emWin and supports RA6M3 group.
- Developers can easily create GUI by following the workflow.
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Renesas Electronics has used reasonable care in preparing the information included in this document, but Renesas Electronics does not warrant that such information is error free. Renesas Electronics assumes no liability whatsoever for any damages incurred by you resulting from errors in or omissions from the information included herein.

The past news contents have been based on information at the time of publication. Now changed or invalid information may be included.

The URLs in the Tool News also may be subject to change or become invalid without prior notice.
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